2007-2008 Strategic Goal Year End Status

OFF CAMPUS CENTERS

An improved communication plan for credit students.

We mapped our current communications to high school academy, on-site and PSEO students, our returning students and our new students. We gathered samples of each of these communication letters, posters and brochures and discussed design of a consistent communication for each. Further work on these designs and additional communications are anticipated through next year.

A report portfolio that targets data relevant to increasing enrollment and management of off campus centers.

We documented all the current reports that we have created, as well as college reports that we use. Data needs were discussed. We met with IT and discussed further report possibilities. IT will be presenting these to us in the next year as we plan our I Strategies data base of reports.

Fourth Classroom prospect in off campus centers.

We met with Distance Learning KTS and Telecommunications Services to project the cost of an additional classroom in each center. This plan was submitted to Kristie Fisher and she carried it forward for approval. Brainstorming and beginning to research ideas for programming the classroom began. Further development of programming began through studying the expansion of current program offerings.